NEW IMPROVED

FORMULATION
Woofers is only available from your local Harbro
Country Store along with other major dog food brands
and a range of dog wormers, health care products,
treats and accessories.

Don’t forget that Woofers is also suitable for dogs
doing activities such as agility, canicross and flyball
or for the rural dog living life to the full!
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WOOFERS

NUTRITIOUS DIET FOR ADULT
WORKING DOGS
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NEW IMPROVED FORMULATION

IT’S IN THE BAG

Why have we changed Woofers?

So what’s new?

Feeding Woofers

We listened to customer feedback and

Increased Quality Protein vital to the working dog, it supports muscle
development and recovery after a busy day.

Woofers can be fed moist by soaking with
water/gravy but may be fed dry if this is
more convenient.

researched the latest nutritional advances in
working dog nutrition and we felt it was time
to give Woofers an update to ensure it was
still meeting the daily requirements of the
present-day working/active dog. We know
how important it is to keep your working dog
in peak condition.
We teamed up with one of the UK’s leading
dog nutritionists to develop a formulation
that not only meets the increased energy
requirements of the working dog but also
provides additional nutritional support for
optimum stamina and performance.

It look’s different
A dog’s food selection is based on smell, taste
and texture, so we have used a rich in beef
and salmon and wholegrain oats recipe with
a crunchy texture, which will delight your dog.
We have also introduced a ‘Natural Formula’
which is colour free, by doing this it has
allowed us to add other ingredients that are
more nutritionally beneficial.

Omega 3 Fatty Acids the stress and strain of the working day can
put extra pressure on your dog’s joints and
immune system, Omega 3 fatty acids help
to combat this.
Functional Fibre maintaining good digestive health is
essential to ensure that your dog can utilise
all nutrients provided.
Antioxidant Support elevated Vitamin E helps to ‘mop-up’ free
radicals and provide immune support.
Linseed, Biotin & Zinc key nutrients that help to promote a
healthy, glossy coat, so your dog looks as
good as they feel!
Energy Availability increased level from fat and protein to
help promote performance, stamina and
recovery rate.

We are sure your dog will love
the difference - give it a try!

Clean, fresh drinking water should be
available at all times, even if fed moist.

Daily Feeding Guide
Woofers should be introduced gradually
over a period of 5-7 days until it replaces
the previous food completely.
Size of Dog

Food in grams/day

Small (5-10kg)

95-160g

Medium (10-25kg)

160-320g

Large (25-45kg)

320-500g

Over 45kg

500g

The amounts shown are only a guide and
you should only feed your dog sufficient
amounts to maintain condition dependent
upon the level of activity enjoyed and
conformation of your dog.

